Sidebar tools: 'view', 'find', 'update'

Node information

Scale - no. of citations received

Highlight nodes with mouse to display links
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Screenshot

Black / White background toggle
**VOSviewer online sidebar tools**

**View**
- Adjust nodes by size (‘scale’), or number of citations, link strength,
- Choose length of labels in characters
- Adjust display of links by size and minimum strength
- Choose number of links to be displayed on map

**Find**
- Locate specific nodes using alphabetic listing
- Highlight a node in the list to identify the node in the map

**Update**
- Rotate and flip map
- Normalization - adjust the nodes and links in map according to association strength or other measures
- Layout - adjust attraction and repulsion forces affecting position of of nodes in map (then ‘update layout’ to see change)
- Clustering - Adjust clustering - higher resolution generates more clusters, minimum cluster size affects the size of clusters (then ‘update clustering’ to see change)